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You walk into your favorite makeup store. You start browsing all the products. There are so 

many options it’s overwhelming: glittery highlighter, neon eyeshadow, matte lipstick. Then you look at 

the foundation section only to find over twenty shades, except yours. A makeup store with over 

thousands of products, except for your skin tone. Thousands of high-end cosmetic brands purposely do 

not carry foundations of a darker tone. But it’s just makeup, what’s the big deal? The lack of inclusivity 

conveys the message that black beauty is not worthy and should not be celebrated. 

 

 Fumni Fetto- Journalist and  Executive Editor and 

Beauty Director at Glamour and former beauty editor at British Vogue,.  

 

Almay cosmetics displayed that when they came out with their “Simply American Look” makeup 

line in 2016. Among releasing their products they included a synopsis: "The All-American beauty look is 

genuine, fresh and glowing with confidence," Almay explained in a statement. "We make getting this 

natural beauty look easy and safe. We are very proud of our American heritage and to be a truly 

American brand." This “Truly American Brand” only included fifty shades of beige catering to fairer-skin 

customers. They were also particular about who represented their brand, only getting white women 

with blonde hair and blue eyes such as Carrie Underwood and Kate Hudson.  

 

Tarte Cosmetics also received backlash for coming out with limited shades which forced the 

brand to expand and apologize on Instagram: “We wanted to get the product out as fast as possible, and 

we made the decision to move forward before all the shades were ready to go. We know there is no 

excuse & we take full responsibility for launching this way. We lost sight of what's really important in 

this industry, & for those who feel alienated in our community, we want to personally apologize.”  

http://www.almay.com/why-almay.aspx


 

 

 

 

https://www.glamour.com/story/fenty-beauty-rihanna-legacy 

Some companies still continue to lack inclusivity and diversity so what can we do about this? 

First, we need to speak out against discrimination in the beauty industry. We need to use our platform 

to boycott companies that are not inclusive. We also need to support black-owned beauty startups. In 

2017, singer and entrepreneur Rihanna stunned the makeup world when she came out with her “Beauty 

For All” vision representing fifty shades of foundation ranging from pale to dark skin tones earning Time 

Magazine’s best inventions of 2017. Fenty Beauty paved the way for cosmetic companies and the beauty 

industry saw an increase in representation after the launch. Black Radiance, IMAN Cosmetics, Beauty 

Bakerie are among other beauty lines dedicated to celebrating and empowering black beauty.  In 

inorder to improve diversity and inclusivity in the beauty industry, companies also need to have more 

representation among their staff so black voices are being heard.  
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